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TEW

more fatal to the progress
of improvement among mankind, than that false
species

things have been
of

delicacy,

which

fears

to

advance any

at variance with established usages
And yet we cannot be surprised at
opinions.
and
when we find that whoever sets
prevalcncy,
its

project at

all

himself up in opposition to any prejudices, however antiquated or preposterous, is immediately
stigmatized as attomj)ting, forsooth, to introduce
some dangerous iiini>vation. To this cause must
it be imputed, that so few, comparatively speaking,
have, in any age, been bold enongh to propose
any great and thorough reformation, whether in
religion or politics.
And this is the more to be
lamented, since those very persons, who have been
the most qualified for such a task, have been, at
the same time, the most susceptible of the spurious
delicacy I have noticed.
Hence, no doubt, numberless noble projects, of which we might, at this
hour, have been enjoying the benefit, have been
either wholly withhold, or revealed, if at all, in
such ambiguous terms, as to be rendered quite
obscure and unprofitable.
1
am willing to admit,
2
however,
A
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however, that some splendid exceptions may be
found, in various ages, to this general infirmity of
our nature ; and that there have been a few illus-

whose minds have been strong
enough to buoy them up above the mauvaise honte,
to winch I allude.
To go no farther back than our own times, we
may instance that eminent and redoubtable writer,
Thomas Paine, who had the unparalleled courage
trious characters,

to propose the abolition

of Christianity,

when

it

was notorious, that he could not reckon upon more
than three-fifths of the nation as likely to favour
the projtct. And have we not ag in, fresh in our
memory, the matchless example of the great French
revolutionists, who had the honour of establishing
anarchy on the ruins of their ancient government,
to the great and unspeakable blessing, for so long
a time, as every one must have felt, of the whole
civilized world?
To be sure, in the case of both
these notable projects, a good deal of affected prubut
dery prevailed, at first, as to their adoption
every one knows, h.ow sc^n this was overcome, and
by what a multitude of admirers they were both
espoused in the end.
And, although candour
obliges me to admit, that these two memorable
schemes of improvement have now had their day,
;

it

is

sufficient,

shew the

that they

were once popular, to

must ensue from subduing
the S0jucami?h delicacy, of which I complain.
However, notwithstanding the two great exsuccess, that

amples I have just adduced in my favour, I anR
ready to acknowledge, that the plan, in support of
Tv'hich I am about to offer a few arguments, may
appear somewhat bold to those, who, being led
away by mere words, must necessarily shudder at
the bare mention of abolishing any ancient habits,
however absurd. Hence, I say, I should not be
surprised,

if

the simple proposal, adverted to

in

my
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title-page, of abolishing

the present order of
words, the Constitution of
these Realms, were to meet with some enemies, and
even among those persons, who, for many years
past, have been supporting this very plan, though
under diiferent disguises, without the shghtest comthings,

or,

in

other

For what am I now pro[)osing, hue the
which the worthy reformers of this
United Kingdom have been so lon^ aimin"*. and
which the blameablr coyness alone, of which 1 have
more than once spoken, has prevented them from
dcclarijig in plain terms r
This is a fact so notopunction.

same

thing, at

rious to all those,

who

are at

all in

the secret, that

would be but a waste of time and labour to endeavour to prove it.
Yet, I snould not omit to mention, that, inde
pendent of the false delicacy, to which 1 have just
adverted, the long continuance of the late war may
also have been a serious obstacle with my fellov*'
reformers to the proposing of this abolition in un-

it

equivocal lan2:uage.

For, even

if

they could have

overcome their fear of encounterin«r some antiquated prejudices, they fflight have thought, and
with some show of justice, that, amidst the urs^encv
of our foreign affairs, the country would have been
but ill-disposed, if indeed able, to bestow a suitable
share of attention on a topic of so much importance as tiie one now under cc;nsideration.
For this
reason, perhaps, as well as for the one before stated,
our most eminent reformers have hitherto satisfied
themselves with usinir a sort of oracular laniiuaiie,
intelligible only to the leading men of their own
party, but calculated, at tlie same time, to prepare
the rest of their countrymen for that open avowal
of their designs, which it is now my good fortune
to make.

For, is any one weak enough to imagine, thflt
those eminent characters, who have, for so many
years,
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years, devoted their labours,

though with so much

the furtherance of the
grand desideratum, to which these pages are dedicated, ever meant to confine themselves to the obover-cautious

reserve,

to

jects professed

by them

at the

when they

time?

For example,

talked of radical reform, can

supit be
posed, that they had merely in view an amelioration of the present system ?
Or, still more, can it
be presumed, that, when they spoke of reforming
the Parliament, they had any idea of condescend-

ing to so insignificant an undertaking? Their real
object, whatever they may have pretended, was
always to root out both Parliament and Constitution,
although, for the reasons already assigned, they
have been under the necessity of expressing it in
such enigmatical terms. And, pray, what beneficial end would it have answered to such men as
Mr. Cobbett or Mr. Gale Jones, to have obtained
a reformation of the Parliament, or even an improvement of our political institutions altogether,
while such a result could only have the eti'ect of
removing them to a still greater distance than before
from the goal, at which they were driving? In a
word, our great pohtical projectors have hitherto,
whether from motives of delicacy or prudence, or
from both united, acted entirely in disguise, and
I cannot help congratulating myself on being the
first to throw off the mask, on this important occasion.
Without farther preface, then, I proceed
at once to the purpose of the following pages.
Jt may appear to some a great piece of va-

enumerating the advantages of this
I should begin with my own
fraternity, the good citizens of London.
Bat, be
this as it may, 1 must beg to be indulged, since
nity,

that, in

proposed abolition,

the impression, this particular benefit has ever made
on me, renders it naturally paramount in my raind
to every other.
Nor am I now publishing my own
solitary
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For most unequivocally do I
supported herein by a great
majority of liverymen of the first character, who,
but for the before - mentioned false delicacy,
would have spoken out long ago on the occasion.
In the first place then there can be no doubt, that,
as long as the present constitution of King, Lords,
and Commons, with all the rights and privileges
solitary

declare,

opinion.
that

I

am

thereto belonging,

is

suffered to exist,

it

must, of

necessity, be the cause of a multitude of failures,

and, I have no doubt, in time, of the complete
ruin of the major part of the citizens of this great
metropolis.
It is notorious, that our gazettes were never so
crowded with bankruptcies, nor our prisons with inAnd what is it
solvent debtors_, as of late years.
supposed can have been the cause of so much distress ?
Some fiave foolishly ascribed it to the war
and taxes others, with no better reason, to the recent restrictions on commerce ; while a third party,
no wiser than the two former, have declared the
evil to exist solely in the great inundation of
paper currency. As well might these sage politicians .have looked at once in the changes of the
moon for the source of this calamity. Believe me,
they are all grossly deceived, as every liveryman of
;

London can

he would but speak honestly
cause of this evil is neither
more nor less than the right of assembling on })ublic
occasions, vested in the citizens of London by the
constitution as it now stands, and which, during
these eventful times, has been so often brought into

on the

swear,

subject.

if

The

And, if we reflect on it seriously, what
can be more truly ridiculous, than that a set of
plain dealing men, whotn nature no more intended
for politicians, than for so many Sultans, should be
dragged (and I use the word almost literally) from
their desks and counters once or twice a week, to

practice.

the
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the

manifest

away at
Can any

a

neglect

Common

of their

business, to figure

Couiicil or

thing, I repeat, be

Common

Hall

}

more preposterous than

when these poor men ought to iiave been
mea«iuring cahco, selling slops, or weighing out
sugar, they should be under the painful necessity of
labouring at an oration, or spinnins^ out resolutions,
for the next public meeting r
Yet such, I have

that,

]t

from the best authority, are the grievances,

have happened almost daily, for

many

that,

years past, in

this ill-rated city.

And,

to

to more particular instances,
body or mind can Messrs. Waithmaii

descend

v/hat peace of

and Favell possibly have, harassed, as they conby the thoughts of the next Common
Hall }
How much better would it be for them to
be employed, as becomes then), in their respective
calhngs
which it is impossible they can be, while,
tinually are,

—

shame of the present sysLcm,
Lord Mayor's power to summon them
to the

as often as

it

may

Fuit his caprice so

it

is

in the

to Guildhall,

to do.

sure I can answer for the worthy persons, of

I am
whom

am now

speaking, that they would never have left
if the^ could have foreseen,
that they should have been thus called upon to play
I

their native obscurity,

which they are so unqualified, and which
must, in consequence, be a source of continual vexation to them.
Now who, after this, will be bold enough to
assert, that the evils in question have proceeded
from war taxes, commercial restrictions, or Bank
notes?
Indeed the liverymen themselves (to their
credit be it spoken) are so sensible of the true cause
of all their disasters, that they have, over and over
again, during late years, been exerting all their
efforts to have it removed by voting, though disguisedly as 1 have already observed, for the abolition
of the present order of things, of which the reparts, for

moval
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evil in

consequence.

And

too, as

I

9

question must be a necessary

a most beneficial consequence
have already proved to the satis-

trust I

What a number of bankhow many famiprevented,
be
ruptcies would then
and how many
comfort,
lies restored to j:>eace and
of Bedlam!
cells
from
the
bewildered liverymen saved
advantages
the
to
Manifold, in a word, would be
as,
such
do
not
and
I
the good citizens of London,
hesitate to affirm, would of themselves sufficiently
justify the adoption of the })roposal I have made.
But I hasten to enumerate some other motives
thereto, which, I think, deserve the most serious
faction of every

one.

attention.

under the
of
sundry
present system, that, in consequence
of
talent,
invidious distinctions in favour of men
a
certain other description of men, who are by far the
most numerous and opulent of his Majesty's liege
It has lono"

been

a notorious ^I'icvance

subjects, are in a continual state of

tion from

all

places of

honour

excommunica-

in the state,

manifest and oreat disadvantage.

to their

Yet far be it from

me to insinuate, that all situations of high trust are
accordingly bestowed upon men of talent.
For, to
be candid I will confess, that this obnoxious rule
sometimes very graciously dispensed with, which
otherwise might have counteracted its own purpose
by its intolerable severity. Yet a general evil is not
the less objectionable because it is now and then accidentally softened.
For, notwithstanding thecha-,
ritable indulgence occasionally shewn, in the choice,
of our ministers and other great men, to persons of
no talent whatever, it is still arruitter of notoriety,,
that a very large proportion of both liouses of Par-,
liament, at least nineteen in twenty, ^re. at this,
moment not certain of being. thns -clmsen, as loiJg,
as the arbitrary distinction, alrea<iy alluded to, is sufis

ferev.'

^^ exist.

What

favour or affection, for ip-/
stance,,
B
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now stand, could ever make Sir
Francis Burdett Prime Minister, or Mr. Creevey
first Secretary of State ?
And yet, in the event of
the proposed abohtion, not onlv would these two
illustrious persons, but thousands equally eminent,
havo a fair chance of arriving at the first posts in
And thus would those rights be
the country.
equally administered to all, which are now so untance, as matters

fairly divided.

And again, what can be more unjust than that a
man should be excluded from a share in the government, merely, because nature has thought proper
deny him certain qualifications, which she has
This is neither more
conferred on another?
nor less than to make our ministries dependent
on tlie caprice of nature, than whom no lady can
shew more coquetry inthe distribution of herfavours.
Now. upon the annihilation of the present constitution, such distinctions would necessarily cease,
and we might see something like justice don?
to

to

those men,

who

Nor must

are at present so injuriously-

be considered a trivial advarirvantage, that our worthy citizens of London, of
whom I have already spoken, and especially the
before- mentioned Messrs. Waithman and Favell,
would then have a chance of being employed in
some official and profitable capacity, instead of
frittering away their time and labour, as they are
now obliged to do, at the Guildhall meetings and
treated.

it

tavern feasts.

Another main objection to the present order
of things, wh'ch I think it material to notice,
is the ruinous encouragement it holds out to a
certain body of men, well known in this metropolis by the name of free writers, of the same
description in politics as free thinkers in religion.
They are in number generally, according to the
roost moderate computation, about five hundred,
and consist principally of decayed tradesmen,

apothecaries
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without patients, attornies without
and such other pitiable characters, who,
being allured by the insidious charms of what is
called a free press, are thereby drawn into the
snares set for them by a certain great officer of the
crown, who, I have it from the first authority,
has even been so merciless in his persecution, as,
during the last seven or eight years only, to confine
at least a dozen of them at different times in his
majesty's gaols.
This every one must allow to be,
not only a wanton exercise of power in the said
apothecaries

clients,

but a glaring abuse in the Constitution itFor the free writers, of whom I speak, being
wholly unacquainted with the true spirit of the
Constitution (which it would be unreasonable to
suppose, Irom their education and previous habits,
they should ever properly understand), are consequently deceived into a notion, very mistaken I
will admit, that they may with impunity scandalize the " government and all in authority under
it."
And, this being admitted on all hands to be a
very lucrative trade, it is natural enough, that
persons, of the unfortunate description I have
mentioned, should resort to it for a livelihood.
Surely then it must be an excess of cruelty that
these poor deluded wretches should sutler, in the
way 1 have mentioned, for what is their misfortune
only, and by no means their fault, inasmuch as
their boldness, in thus flying in the face of the government, is occasioned by their ignorance of certain
matters, which I have shewn it is quite impossible
they should be able to comprehend. Every one, who
knows any thing of the Koman history, must recolofficer,

self.

lect,

that,

among

the

many

enormities which dis-

graced the reign of Caligula, none are more
stigmatized than tlie artilices, to which he resorted
for ensnaring the peoplj into a breach of the laws,
by writing his edicts in such small characters, and
B 2

afterwards
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afterwards

fixins^

them up

so high in

the market

place, that they were of necessity quite uninteHigible.

And, pray, what is the conduct pursued under the
present Constitution towards the unhappy creatures,
now under consideration, but an act of the same
tyrannical description ?
For are not the genuine
principles, upon which the freedom of the press is
founded, as much above the comprehension and
capacities of our free writers as the laws of Caligula
were beyond the sight of the Roman people ? And
still, forsooth, these unfortunate victims are invited
Benefits
to partake of the benefits of a free press.
indeed was there ever such a perversion of terms ?
And moreover it may be urged, with respect to
this persecuted class of society, that had they been
aware of the risk they are running in following
their present calling, it would have been quite as
easy for them to have turned their pens against religion and hell-torments at once, as thus barefacedly to defy his majesty's government and the
Nay, 1 have it from the most
laws of the land.
authentic source, that at least nine in ten of these
deluded people might have turned their hands to
many profitable and useful occupations, but for the
aforesaid insidious encouragement to free discussion
held out by our Constitution. Some, I have been
credibly informed, might have become excellent
scavengers or nightmen, while others might, with
the greatest credit and advantage to themselves,
have undertaken the honourable oflSces of execuYet, be this as it may,
tioners and bum-bailiffs.
it must be acknowledged to be a great inhumanity,
that so dangerous an illusion as the one in question
should be suffered to continue ; and I see no remedy for the disorder but abolishing the Constitution altogether, with which, of course, a free
press, and every thing else of that nature must
!

.

necessarily vanish.

And
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And,

before I quit this part of

my

13

argument,

which has affected me very forcibly, let me
ask whether any other country in Europe or
indeed in the world (unless it be such barbarous nations as the Hottentots or Crim Tartars, with wliose history I do not pretend to be sufficiently acquainted to ascertain the fact), has such
a monstrous evil in its constitution as a free press ?
I think not; and, if so, I see no earthly reason
why we should any longer persist in being unlike
all the rest of the world.
It will be pretended by some, no doubt, that
the government of this country ought not to be
abolished, at least at this

moment, inasmuch

as

it

the means of keeping alive certain leading parties
in the nation, who might otherwise, for want of
•) exercise,
fall into a state of lethargy, that would
sooner or later prove fatal to them. Such absurd
reasoning hardly desenes an answer.
However, to
expose the ignorance of these cavillers, let me ask
them where they ever learnt, that the parties in
question cared a straw for the constitution, any
more than as it served them for a bone of contention ; or that they would not quite as soon go to
loggerheads about the colour or cut of their coats ?
At least I can answer for the Whigs, as being one
of that party myself, tl)at there is nothing, about
which they are more indifferent, than the continuance of the present state of things, as must indeed
be evident from their unwearied endeavours to bring
the Catholics into power, which they regard, and
with reason, as a grand step towards the abolition,
for which I contend.
Nor must it be forgotten, that the modern
Whigs are thus acting, as in many other instances,
in direct opposition to the principles of their predecessors, which may shew the little necessity there
(,18 for preserving the constitution on their account,
is

since
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they must squabble, they
about
might as well do
one thing as another.
why
not
as
well
And, if so,
about the colour or cut
I
have
tht
as
before
hinted, as about
ir coats,
of
should
then
have
the blues and
else
any thing
r
long-skirts
and
the
short-skirts
the greens, the
;
or,
if a breeches were thought to afford avvider field of
contcnti n, we might have the broad-bottoms and
all or any of which designathe i.arrow-bottoms
all
intents and purposes, as sigto
tions would be,
nificant as the terms now in use.
But, to place the matter in a still stronger light,
what is more common among political writers than
such expressions as " he is quite a turn-coat ;"
" he puts off his principles as easily as his smallsince

it is

clear, that,

if

it

We

;

.

"" cloaths

—

'^
;"
his principles sit quite loose upon
him ;" -all which modes of speech, and a thousand
more to the same effect, serve to shew the analogy

'*

there has ever been between a politician's principles
and his garments ? Row much better, then, would

be for our modern parties to take their denomiWhat a world of
nations at once from the latter
For
instance,
save
a Whig, (acit
trouble would
present
name*,
who
might
be inclinto
cording
the
would
nothing
have
to do but
sides,
ed to change
broad-bottomed
inexpressibles,
and
his
to slip off
in
or
pair
their
narrow-bottomed,
Tory,
put on a
stead.
The same rule might be followed with resto
colour and size of the coats with the
the
pect
and thus too would the
greatest ease imaginable
and
broad-bottomed ministurn-coat
of
expressions
of
others
a
similar nature, which
try, with many
call
to
quickly
mind, be no longer
will
the reader
with
carry
but
them,
at once, a dimetaphorical,
meaning.
rect and intelligible
Nor must I omit here to mention, that by this
it

!

!

;

improvement (for I must call it one) our great
party-men would have the credit of doing a great
national
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by raising into an unknown importance a race of beings (I mean the tailors of
these dominions), who have been hitherto so much
degraded, but who would, in consequence of this
revohition^ make a considerable addition to the population of this state, by an increase of their own
numbers in the proportion of eight to one. For
who will deny, tl»at a being, who should thus so
essentially contribute towards gratifying the thirst
for faction and political dissension, would deserve
equal rank in society with a pimp, or a Frenrli
eook, wiso administer to appetites at least as gross
as that I have just noticed
But I am weary of
urging any farther arguments to prove, that, on
the score of party distinction, there can be no substantial reason whntever for not abolishing: the constitution immediately :— and indeed I hope I have
sufficiently shewn, that, on the contrary, such a
measure would be productive of the greatest advantage to our present political antagonists.
Tlie last benefit, which I mean at present to notice, as the ntcesscay and immediate consequence'
of my plan, and one of which 1 think even greater than any already stated, is that thorouah extirpation of the national religion, which mu.st follow
the abolition of the present constitution of these
realms.
To some, I am aware, who still entertain
certain crude and obsolete notions on this sul)flect,
this may seem the only serious objection to my
proposal
but, the number of these persons being
comparatively very inconsiderable, I apprehend no
danger from their oj)position. It is enough for me,
that ail the great political characters of the day are
of my opinion, as must be evident horn their
anxious endeavours, already hinted at, to bring
forward the Catholics.
And the fact is (to speak
without reserve) that this advantage has been, for
some time, so strongly impressed on the minds of
the
national benefit,

;

l6
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the illustrious characters just mentioned, that every
thing has been laid in a proper train for producing
the desired effect, although, I must confess, at the
expense of some time and labour. What I propose
then, by the adoption of my scheme, is to obviate
all this inconvenience ; so, that, instead of going
to work according to the slow, though certain, rules
suggested by my ingenious friend Mr. Lancaster,
and others, we should sweep away church and conAnd, if that worthy gentlestitution at one blow.
man should raise any objection (which is all I have
to fear) on account of any pecuniary loss he might
thereby sustain, 1 would recommend a liberal pension to be settled on him by the new government, of
which I may hereafter submit a scheme to the public, if I find my present hints meet with the attention they merit.
This important matter being adjusted, I see no
further obstacle on this ground, to the abolition of
And, on the other hand, with
the present system.
respect to the advantages of being without a national church, they are, with a very few exceptions
perhaps, so generally admitted, (as must be evident
from the circumstances just alluded to), that I purposely forbear entering upon the examination of
them. I shall dismiss this branch of my argument,
therefore, in a few words, by repeating, that all the
merit I claim, with a reference to this consequence
of my proposal, is to root out the present national
church much more expeditiously and, if it be not too
much presumption to say so, even more effectually
than either of the projects, offered by Mr. Grattan
or Mr. Lancaster, ingenious as they both are, can

pretend to do.
It must be needless, I hope, to observe to those,
who have perused the precedmg arguments with
proper attention, that I could adduce many others
of equal weight in favour of the abolition I propose.

But
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But indeed what I have offered must have rendered
the rest so obvious, that it would be but an insult
to any reader of common sense to suggest them.
And, after all, the reasons, now assigned, must
have satisfied every unprejudiced mind of the necessity for immediately adopting the measure, for
which I contend. But, as I have no doubt, that
there there are some, who, notwithstanding the
force of my arguments, may still adhere to those
antiquated notions and vulgar prejudices, of which
I have before complained, it may be as well (although many will regard it only as a degrading
condescension on my part) to anticipate one or
two of those cavils, which may be started on the
present occasion.
The first that occurs to me, is one, I am
ready to admit, of a very plausible nature, and to
those, who are taken by first appearances, may
seem quite unanswerable. I advert to the annihilation of a certain ancient custom, well Known by
the name of Trial by Jury, which must be the
natural result of the repeal of the constitution. Now
I repeat, that on the first view this objection may
seem to carry some weight, inasmuch as the benefits of the aforesaid custom have been for ages so
generally acknowledged, as to have become quite
proverbial. Yet it is for this very reason, I contend,
that we are prevented from examining the matter
with a due share of judgment and impartiality. For,
were we but to look a little more minutely into the
advantages, thus proverbially sounded about, we
should soon find, that, like other proverbs, they
were more in sound than in substance. Formerly
I grant, as we find it recorded in some old musty
la w-books, there may have been something solid
in the benefits of this much be-praised institution.
And, even in this degenerate age, a few fortunate
instances may be brought forward of its beneficial
effects
c
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But it requires no great stretch of memory
to prove, that these have long ceased to be general ;
effects.

and

that, although the custom may still be applauded in theory, the practice of it has long grown un-

popular;

Not

to multiply examples,

who

does not recol-

was raised against the verdict,
obtained in the case of a celebrated Baronet ou his
liberation from the Tower, and by which the votalect the outcry, that

ries of

freedom were so woefully disappointed

?

Or

when was popular

indignation ever more strongly
expressed, than against the jury, by whom a certain Lord, now in the King's Bench, was convicted
of fraud and conspiracy ?
I purposely pass by
those numerous verdicts, by which that unfortunate
before under consideration, the
of this metropolis, have, at sundry
times, so grievously suffered.
Every one knows,
that never was abuse so bountifully bestowed, as
upon this over rated institution of Trial by Jury in
the cases, above alluded to.
Nay, so obnoxious ha#
it become, that I much doubt, whether any one;
not excepting Lord Erskine himself, would have
the hardihood to raise his voice in its favour. To
be sure, we may occasionally hear it proverbially
extolled, as 1 have before stated ; yet I am confident, that, independent of the celebrated persons
just adverted (o, at least one half of those, who v/ere
ever concerned in the verdict of a jury, must have
heartily wished that the custom had been abolished
before they were born.
I dispatch this objection^

class

free

of

beings,

writers

unworthy of farther consideration.
Another cavil, 1 think it right to notice, is one,
upon which I have no doubt much stress will be
laid ; and this is,
that, by the abolition of the con-

therefore, as

—

stitution, as

it

now

stands, the laudable practice of

dining together on sundry public occasions must
necessarily be done away, and with it all that spirit
of
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of liberal and enlightened discussion, so well

known

am prepared to acis
a very material
resulting
from
the
present
order of
advantage
were
it
one
of
an
unexceptionable
nathings ; and,
iMiuht be disposed to as?ent, that we
tuv
ought not to run the risk of losing; it without the
maturest deliberation.
But I appeal to all those
worthv and respectable persons, who have been in
the habit of attending the various dinners of the
electors of Westminster, at the Crown and Anchor
and other places, whether, in nine cases in ten,
they and tht-ir faujilies had not, for a week before,
stinted themselves to bread and water, or watergruel at bpst, in expectation of the approaching
festival.
It may be answered, that I have no conand that, if these patriots choose
cern with this,
to make such sacrifices for the good of their coun1
to prevail at such meetings.
knowledge, that this practice

.

j

—

no one

try,

else has a right to interfere.

— but surely,there

All this

is

must be some radical
evil in the constitution of a country, when the majority of its subjects can onlv become politicians at
very true,

And is not this
the expense of their stomachs.
precisely the case before us?
According to our
present system nobody certainly can deny the
privilege, which every Englishmen possesses of expressing his opinions on political topics: and most
assuredly the fittest opportunity for so doing is
But can it
at the public dinners now in dispute.
be enclnred, that a free born Briton should be
obliged to undergo a coiirse of training for the
occasion, as if he were of no more importance in
society than a fighting-cock, or a stage-boxer?
\va\ vet such., as 1 have shewn, must be the effect
of tile present order of things in nine cases out ot
ten
or nine tenths of our tavern-politicians must
he deprived of the only opportunities they enjoy,
of publishing th.eir sentiments on the affairs of the
;

c 2

nation.
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nation.

At

least I see

proprietors of

all

no

alternative,

the taverns

in

— unless

the

the

metropolis

would come to the patriotic resolution of keeping
open house two or three times a year for the purpose
uhich, considering the proposed measure
for advancing the price of corn, and the new duty
on vvme, one cannot very 'easonably expect.
Upon the whole, then, with a view to this objection,
;

however

desirable

it

may

be to preserve certain

convivial meetings, comnjonly called election-treats

and cabinet dinners, it cannot be doubted, that we
should be paying too high a price for them to retain
them at tlie expense of keeping also the festivals,
to which I iunejust been alluding.
And, if it be
insinuated, that our most eminent political orators
would thus be deprived of the only opportunity
they have of speakinjr in )}ublic, 1 have only to
say, that, in the event of the abolition I contem"
plate, all necessity far their speaking at all would
b^ uliolly removed, since, with the present system, the right of public discussion must vani>
,

matter of course. .yrVnd really, as we are ;;j3.,
^::-:^nk God, a popish country, I cannot see any ..-eaon v\hy we should continue to hold out such encouragemeiit to fasting, as the custom, against which
I aai now ar^uincf. notonouslv does to so large a
proporiion of the populaiiori of this great metropolis ; who, as I have alreadv stated, cannot enjoy
tRe political feast? under discussion, without s-ubjectiuii their stoinachs to the most painful regimen
And 1 question, whether the most
bef )re-hand
rigid papist would not th.ink it too much to make
his appetite do penance for seven days together,
even if he were' sure of a turt!e-teast at the end of
as a

<^

then].
I have no doubt, that persons of a capricious
and dissatisHed temper may conjure up fifty mora
objections af the same stamp a? those I have jast

befn.
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sure, the reader will

that I act a laudable part in not wasting his

time or my own any longer with so trivial a matter.
only remains for me, therefore, to say, that there
cannot be a more propitious time than the present
for carrying the scheme I have suggested into execution, the parliament havini]j nothing to do but to
wait the return of Lord Castlereagh from Vienna.
What a golden opportunity, then, for one of the
It

leading advocates of reform, (if I must still use
that enigmatical word), to press the subject upon either house, before it be overwhelmed by the imporAnd who can say,
tant matters, whicli threaten it.
that the noble lord, whose name I have just mentioned, may not, as he has now seen something of
foreign courts and the constitutions of other countries, be able, when he returns., to convince u?,
that there are political systems in the woUd not
a whit better, or, indeed, even worse, than our
own. And in this event (which, however, I must
own, I tlnnk somewhat improbable), I should cer">nly have great apprehensions for the success of my
n "dertakino;: aithouoli everv one must allow it to
he an extrea>e case indeed, that wc should be
obliged to submit an}'^ longer to the grievances I

have noticed, merely, forsooth, because some
founlries are in as bad a ])Hght as ourselves.
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